A CLASSY CLASSROOM

Our AC classrooms with audio-visual facilities are spaces where students not only receive inputs but put out queries and share information. The objective is to transform the student into a learner for life.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED ONLY AT VIKAAS
SOME HOMEGROWN GOODNESS

A unique feature of the campus is the organic vegetable garden that yields enough produce to fully satisfy the requirements of the college kitchens, thus ensuring nutrition for healthy living.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED ONLY AT VIKAAAS
A QUEST FOR THE TRUTH
Focus and dedication are the cornerstones of true knowledge and at Vikaas we are fully aware of the need for attention to detail in the sciences and urge students to seek answers in the face of all odds.

JULY 2019

SUCCESS GUARANTEED ONLY AT VIKAAAS
TODAY'S STUDENTS TOMORROW'S LEADERS

The library is a temple of learning where a student accumulates knowledge which serves as a base for future innovations and contributions. The library at Vikasas houses thousands of the latest volumes of books and journals.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED ONLY AT VIKAAAS
30 DAYS 30 MENUS

We are proud to continue one of our most loved traditions – 30 different vegetarian menus for 30 days of the month. We understand that nutrition has to be supported by variety if our meals have to sustain the onslaught of fast foods and packaged snacks.
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SUCCESS GUARANTEED ONLY AT VIKAAAS
OUR PRIDE - OUR DIGITAL GARDEN

We believe that minds can flower only in the midst of nature’s bounty. Hence we take great pride in tendering to our digital garden where every plant is tagged with a QR code for instant access to data regarding the species as well as medicinal uses.
MODIJI KE SAPNE POORE HUE VICKAS MEIN

A coffee table book titled ‘Modiji Ke Sapne Poore Hue Vikas Mein’, drafted by Dr. Ananth Prabhu G., was presented to the honourable PM Narendra Modi by our chairman Krishna Palemar during the PM’s visit to Mangaluru. It enumerated how the PM’s vision has materialized at Vikas Institutions.

NOVEMBER 2019

SUCCESS GUARANTEED ONLY AT VIKAAS
December 2019

The Wonders of the Universe
The lab is a place where several exciting truths of the universe unfold. Our students and teachers are team players who function with the objectives of 'learning hands-on for a deeper understanding of physical phenomena.'

Success Guaranteed Only at Vikaas
CONQUERING THE VIRTUAL WORLD

Our computer labs are a picture of efficiency and productivity. Students are encouraged to spend time in the lab to master the basics of the discipline. Constant upgradation of systems and applications are done diligently.

JANUARY 2020

SUCCESS GUARANTEED ONLY AT VIKAAAS
Aiming for the Sky

A healthy mind sees every day as a new opportunity to learn, and a healthy body seeks opportunities to participate in sports and games so as to be able to refresh both the mind and body. The college provides facilities aplenty for sporting events.

February 2020

January 2020

March 2020

Success Guaranteed Only At Vikasas
YOGA THAT
EMPOWERS

Yoga is a healer not only of the body but also of the mind, heart and spirit. Our students feel rejuvenated after a session of yoga that is a part of the classroom activities.